Short of dystopian visions of a world without work, the real challenge of the digital transformation is the speed of automation. Can the skills of the workforces be upgraded fast enough to avoid large scale unemployment? How are the productivity gains distributed? How to tackle the structural demand crisis? These are no technical, but genuine political questions.

The Human Economy, composed of two interwoven economies, puts the creation of income-generating livelihoods front and centre. The digital capitalist economy generates the surplus needed to remunerate work for the common good. And the human commons produce the consumption demand needed to keep the market economy going.

Digital capitalism is reshuffling political fortunes, and progressives should go out of their way to build coalitions around the need to boost demand. After half a century of supply-side economics and cost-cutting politics, putting incomes back into the centre of economic thinking is an opportunity progressives must not miss.

The Human Economy transcends the conflict between capital and labour by making human capital the engine of the economy. For capital, a solution to the threat of collapsing consumption demand is proposed. For workers, the spectre of mass unemployment is relieved. And for political decision makers, the risk of social unrest is addressed.

The social democratic path to development creates the demand to sustain the digital economy, the social security people need to embrace permanent change, and the political stability required for disruptive reforms. The social contract for the digital society is to provide full capabilities to everyone willing to contribute to the common good.
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For decades, capitalism has faced a demand crisis

Ever since the Second Industrial Revolution started to peter out, global capitalism has faced a demand crisis. At least in the saturated consumer markets, the sale of cars, refrigerators and computers no longer generates the profits expected by shareholders. As Robert Gordon observed, the new wave of technological innovation associated with computerisation and electronics, often dubbed as the Third Industrial Revolution, did not generate the same boost to productivity and consumer demand as its predecessors.

After 2008, observers started to worry that advanced economies suffered from more than a hangover of the financial crisis. Larry Summers reintroduced Alvin Hansen’s gloomy prediction of a secular stagnation. Weak, jobless growth, it was argued, could be the new normal for developed countries. The reasons for the demand crisis in the old industrial countries are manifold and include slower population growth as well as higher inequality, in effect driving up savings and slowing down consumer spending. The startups of the “New Economy” need very little seed money to get off the ground, eroding investment demand. Most worryingly, even the global champions from the Silicon Valley create very little employment. Capitalism has an aggregate demand problem, and not even the combination of fiscal stimulus and historically low interest rates seems to be able to fix it.

Ironically, the strategies put in place over the past decades to restore profitability are largely aimed at the supply side: 1) the rationalisation of production through technological automation aimed at increasing efficiency; from this perspective, digital revolution can be interpreted as an attempt to tackle the consumption crisis by rationalising the consumptive and distributive apparatus. 2) the globalisation of production by offshoring, profiting from cheap labour cost in developing economies; 3) the Neoliberal approach to free the supply side from any “political cost” by lowering taxes, cutting back welfare, and depressing wages; 4) financialisation as a strategy to sidestep the crisis by looking for profits in the financial markets. It should not come as a surprise that these supply-side approaches succeeded in resolving the underlying demand crisis. In Western countries, automation and deindustrialisation have contributed to the right-wing populist revolt against globalism. In emerging and developing economies, the next wave of automation contributes to premature deindustrialisation. Neoclassical supply side economics have run out of recipes of how to address this demand crisis.

Progressives usually call for the end of austerity, and use some kind of stimulus to spend our way out of the demand crisis. These hopes for a Keynesian revival are equally misguided. Over the past few decades, developed economies were kept alive through artificially created demand. The inflation of the 1970s, the public debt of the 1980s, the private debt of the 1990s and the quantitative easing of the 2000s were all strategies to inject future resources for consumption at present. No matter how the debt crisis in China plays out, stimulating its slowing economy with even more debt seems out of the question. Simply injecting more virtual capital into the system won’t solve the underlying structural demand crisis.
Today, digital transformation deepens and widens the crisis

The digital revolution also makes a return to Fordism impossible. Higher productivity means that fewer workers can produce the same output. If no new tasks are created, this will lead to job cuts. If these workers cannot find new sources of income, the resulting consumption demand crisis threatens the very survival of the capitalist economy.13

If displaced these workers cannot find new sources of income, the resulting consumption demand crisis threatens the very survival of the capitalist economy.13

The impact of digital automation on industrial economies

What will be the impact of digital automation on employment? Beyond doubt, learning machines are taking over tasks, which used to be performed by humans. But what happens to these human workers is hotly debated. Dystopians warn against a “world without work”. Utopians welcome the age of abundance and leisure. In fact, fears that automation would eliminate human work are as old as technological innovation itself. David Ricardo was the first to criticise this “Luddite fallacy”. Karl Marx, on the other hand, believed automation would bring the end of capitalism, and free humans to explore new forms of social cooperation beyond wage labour.14 John Maynard Keynes saw “technological unemployment” as a temporary problem, which could be managed by policy intervention.15 Ironically, all sides point to the experience of previous industrial revolutions to underscore their arguments. Doomsayers worry about what would happen if employment in the manufacturing sector now follows the path agricultural jobs have taken in developed economies. Sceptics admit that past waves of automation have disrupted the labour markets, but ascertain that the net effect has been more and better employment. Pessimists object that in the past, workers affected by automation could find routine work in other sectors or industries. Today, however, learning machines are replacing humans across all sectors at the same time. Martin Ford gloomily predicts that once the machines have learned to do everything humans can do, we are looking at a “jobless future”.16 Technology sociologist Judy Wajcman rejects this Silicon Valley futurist discourse as hyperbole.17 The replacement in one sector or industry, techno-optimists argue, does not say much about the aggregate demand for human labour.

Conclusive evidence for either side, however, is scarce. In one of the few comprehensive empirical studies, Daron Acemoglu and Pascual Restrepo have found large and robust negative effects of robots on employment and wages.18 David Autor and Anna Salomons’s long-term study, on the other hand, shows that employment losses in one industry are being compensated by net gains at the aggregate level.19 Looking towards the future, Economists Carl Benedikt Frey and Michael A. Osborne predict that about half of the United States labour force is at risk of being automated.20 The methodology of this study, however, has been heavily criticised.21 Technological disruption, it seems, moves with such speed that forecasts about its social impact cannot be made with absolute certainty.

Can replaced workers, like in the past, move to another sector to find new work? At least in economies with high labour cost, it may be reasonable to assume that the times when the manufacturing sector created mass employment are over.22 Advocates of service-led growth have been promising that displaced workers will find jobs in the service industries.23 Until now, development in the
labour market seemed to support this claim. So far, the flexible and decentralised nature of many low-skill service jobs made them relatively resistant to automation. Frey and Osborne, however, believe that this resistance to rationalisation may end in the current wave of digital automation.\textsuperscript{24} Machine learning, big data and vast computing power have made it possible to automate many tasks that were until a few years ago considered out of reach for technological substitution.\textsuperscript{25} Machines are likely to replace service sector employees with highly repetitive tasks like back office workers, bank clerks, accountants, tax consultants, travel agents, legal clerks, salespeople, business administrators, postmen or call service providers. Susskind and Susskind believe that even the middle and high-skilled workers such as doctors, teachers, architects, the clergy and lawyers will be replaced by Artificial Intelligence.\textsuperscript{26} Wajcman counters that such a narrow technical perspective fails to grasp the emotional and social character of skills and expertise.\textsuperscript{27} A judgement is hard to make, because we cannot know if machines will continue to expand their abilities exponentially, or eventually hit some kind of final frontier.

To better understand what is behind these contradictory projections, we need to take a look at the way automation works. Until recently, human made machines could only do what their human programmers told them to do. To automate a task, the programmer must break down the working process into repetitive steps, and then instruct the machine to follow them precisely. Therefore, so far, machines could only perform routine tasks, while those jobs which deal with unpredictable situations were out of their reach. Simply put, drawing files and filing motions are routine tasks which can be automated, while negotiating a plea bargain is not. Hence, the probability of a human worker being substituted by a machine depends on the ability of a human programmer to break down his job into a series of routine tasks. Ford, believing that this is possible for most jobs, predicts a gloomy future without work. Autor, on the other hand, believes that most jobs are combinations of routine and non-routine tasks.\textsuperscript{28} Once machine take over the routine part, the human worker can concentrate on other aspects of his work. As a result, labour productivity goes up, the price per unit of the performed task goes down, and in response, at least more often than not, demand for the service goes up. This is why Author argues that workers are not being replaced, but displaced to different tasks which allows them to use their time more productively. And indeed, past evidence shows that in those industries, where technology optimised the work process, employment numbers went up, not down.\textsuperscript{29}

A real game changer could be when machines acquire the ability to substitute non-routine tasks. This has been notoriously difficult because, as Michael Polanyi has pointed out, in many cases humans are only tacitly aware of how they do what they do.\textsuperscript{30} So far, the inability to formalise certain tasks sets limits to automation. What cannot be coded cannot be performed by a machine. There is, however, two ways to circumvent this “Polanyi’s paradox”: environmental control and machine learning.\textsuperscript{31} Similar to the way we levelled and covered the natural environment to facilitate automobiles, today Amazon carefully designs warehouses.
for the operation of logistical robots, and Google uses detailed, hand-curated maps to enable self-driving cars. Machine learning, commonly known as the brute force technique behind search engines, uses big data and statistical models to allow computers to make a “best guess” on how to solve a task. It seems reasonable to assume that these technological innovations will disrupt the labour markets for truck and taxi drivers, logistical workers and back offices, where currently the bulk of low to mid-level skilled workforce is employed. Machines, in other words, are eating their way up the skill food chain. What still cannot be concluded from this is whether these workers will be replaced or displaced.

In sum, we cannot be entirely certain when we dismiss Cassandra’s warnings. As far as available evidence goes, it is reasonable to expect that digital automation will cause significant disruption, but will stop short of the dystopian vision of a “world without work”. David Autor sums up this uncertainty nicely: “‘Robocalypse Now’ is not happening, but this does not rule out ‘Robocalypse Later’”.32

Our attention should then be directed to the question - what kind of disruption digital automation will bring. How exactly will it impact the labour markets? What kind of new jobs will emerge, and how well or badly will they be paid?

While it is unclear how much digital automation has contributed to un- and underemployment, it has evidentially contributed to polarisation of the workforce.33 At the top of the skill ladder, the managers, professionals and experts have benefitted greatly from computerisation and information technologies. Performing abstract tasks, which require problem-solving capabilities, intuition, creativity and persuasion, their skills are complemented by the nearly unlimited access to information and analysis. Lucky to find increased demand for their services at a time when not enough university graduates were available to fill their ranks, rising numbers of high-skilled employees enjoyed increasing wages. At the bottom of the skill ladder, employment numbers also went up. This is because manual skills, such as motoric finesse, situational adaptability, visual and language recognition, and in-person interactions are still hard to automate. Many of these tasks need to be performed on site, or in person, and are, therefore, immune to offshoring. However, a flood of new entrants into the cheap labour market, especially in the service sector, has kept wages low. Contrary to the expanding top and bottom, it was jobs at the middle of the skills and wage scale, which took the biggest hit from automation. The retrieving, sorting and storing of structured information typical for clerical work in the back offices, as well as repetitive physical operations in unchanging environments in production were substituted by machines. The results are polarised labour markets in which the top and the bottom ranks are swelling, while the middle is being eroded. This does not, however, translate directly into wage structure trends. Here, those at the top enjoyed significant gains, while both the middle and the bottom suffered. One explanation for this may be that replaced workers from the middle had to look for new income at the bottom of the skill hierarchy. Accelerated by unskilled immigration, this flood of supply into the cheap labour market kept wages low.

Will this polarising trend, with all the negative implications for social inequality, continue into the future? Martin Ford predicts that with learning machines reaching parity with human cognitive skills, they will continue
their way up the skill ladder. Randall Collins expects automation to hit middle range skilled jobs, while suggesting that new forms of low skilled tasks will emerge.\(^{34}\) David Autor, on the other hand, believes the trend of labour market polarisation has peaked and will peter out.\(^{35}\) Machines, Autor claims, will never replicate human traits like common sense and empathy.\(^{36}\) By executing routine tasks much more efficiently, machines will rather complement human workers than replace them entirely. Humans, in turn, bring in problem solving, interpersonal interaction, flexibility and adaptability to the human-machine collaboration. Autor believes that the resulting increase in productivity will spur aggregate demand, and create more employment for middle skilled jobs in the process.

Rather than replacing human workers, automation displaces them, changing the character of their work in the process. When the level of qualification of the workforce continues to rise steadily,\(^{37}\) the employee of the future may no longer be a machine operator, but an experienced expert, decision-maker, communicator and coordinator.\(^{38}\) Accordingly, the challenge will be to upgrade human skills to empower workers to collaborate with ever more sophisticated machines.

**The impact on emerging and developing economies**

How will digital automation play out in emerging economies? The World Bank President shocked policymakers in Asia with his gloomy prediction that 77% of jobs in China, and 69% of jobs in India could potentially be automated\(^{39}\). The International Labour Organisation (ILO) estimates that 56% of jobs are at risk of being automated in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)-5 countries\(^{40}\). If automation is driven by the profit logic of capitalism, what matters, in the end, is the bottom line. Fears that digital automation will directly replace millions of workers in cheap labour economies, therefore, seem premature. Automation is mainly driven by Multinational Companies (MNCs), as well as domestic suppliers and exporters. This means automation is so far largely a formalised sector phenomenon. At least in countries with large consumer markets, MNCs are likely to continue to produce locally to secure access. In the short run, the direct effects of digital automation on emerging economies will be limited to the pockets already integrated into the global supply chains. For the low tech informal sector, at least for the time being, the effects will remain limited.

What is interesting, nonetheless, about the automation processes underway is their main motivation: not so much to cut labour cost, but to improve quality and supply chain management. This points to the real danger of the digital revolution for emerging economies: automation makes manufacturers in the old industrial countries competitive again. Already today, total manufacturing costs in some emerging economies are approaching the level of the United States.\(^{41}\) When the comparative advantage of cheap labour no longer drives labour arbitrage, other factors like long shipping times, lack of skills and local governance weigh heavier in investors’ minds.\(^{42}\)
demanding consumers seem to convince some brands to re-shore production facilities to their home markets to be more flexible.\textsuperscript{43} Even without the protectionist measures called for by trade critics, decreasing cost differentials may slow down the offshoring trend, which has been at the core of globalisation over the past decades.\textsuperscript{44} Some even argue that this de-globalisation trend can already be seen in stagnating trade and capital investment numbers.\textsuperscript{45} Be this as it may, the real danger for emerging economies is that the end of the export- and manufacturing-led growth model is kicking away the ladder for late industrialisers, who seek to climb up the global value chain.\textsuperscript{46} Over the past years, the global race to the bottom for wages and labour standards has already fuelled premature deindustrialisation.\textsuperscript{47} Already today, many economies are experiencing jobless growth.\textsuperscript{48} Digital automation may exacerbate this challenge. If emerging economies chose to suppress wages or focus on employment in low-productivity or low-tech sectors, they risk being decoupled from the global economy. The need to stay competitive may lead late industrialisers into a low or middle-income trap.\textsuperscript{49}

In a world where the free movement of goods and people may be more restricted, the gig economy may open up new opportunities for workers in developing countries to benefit from the global market. Major industry leaders have invested in crowdsourcing platforms, which allow the outsourcing of tasks globally. By putting in place the infrastructure for a global division of labour in real time, the digital revolution allows workers from developing economies to compete individually with their peers in developed countries. Aneesh Aneesh sees opportunities in research and development of software, engineering and design, animation, geographic information systems, processing of insurance claims, accounting, data entry and conversion, transcription and translation services, interactive customer services, finance and credit analysis, market analysis, archive administration and website development and maintenance.\textsuperscript{50} Highly educated workers with certificates in medicine, business, law, and data analysis have good chances in business process outsourcing.\textsuperscript{51} In the old industrial countries, the global gig economy is seen as fuelling a race to the bottom, putting increasing pressure on wages, social security and labour stands\textsuperscript{52}. On the other hand, in developing countries, where wages are low and social security systems rudimentary, crowd-working platforms are welcomed as an opportunity to participate in the global economy.

The real challenge is not technical, but political

When capital increasingly replaces labour, major challenges will arise. Even if the dystopian vision of a world without work seems far-fetched, workers’ waning consumer power can no longer fuel growth. The spectre of mass un- and underemployment could intensify the demand problem to a point where the world economy implodes.\textsuperscript{53}

Industrial revolutions, like any man-made activity, are not solely determined by technological advances, but shaped by economical, social, cultural, and political considerations. In a capitalist system, what drives large scale transformation is the bottom line. Only because it is technically feasible to substitute human labour with machines, it does not necessarily make business sense to do so. Looking back at the history of automation, for instance, one may assume that the candidates most likely to be substituted by machines would be low-skilled workers. Economically, however, it makes little sense to replace minimum wage
labourers. What actually happened over the past decades is that skilled labour has been replaced by technologies operated by semi-skilled and unskilled workers.54 By embedding human skills into equipment, capital does not as much replace labour but human capital, such as the stock of competences, knowledge and personality embodied in human workers. The economic rationale, however, works both ways. Those who dismiss “automation anxiety” should consider that the quest for profit is a powerful incentive to aggressively pursue an automation path.55 Digital automation is not a fad which could be corrected, but a structural trend driven by the very logic of capitalism.56 If it makes business sense, everything that can be automated, will be. Automation, on the other hand, is only one of the many factors driving macro-economic development. Over the past decades, rising labour productivity translated into higher incomes, while falling prices kindled increased aggregate demand. The net sum has been more, not less, employment. In recent years, however, this relationship between higher labour productivity and higher wages has been broken by anti-labour policies. The real challenge, therefore, is not technology, but distribution.

Combined with the deindustrialising effects of offshoring, automation has contributed to the widening social inequality in developed societies. Anger and frustration over real social decline and the perceived lack of cultural recognition drive social unrest and political instability. The current revolt against globalism in the West will only be a small taste of what is to come if digital automation continues to threaten the livelihoods, security, and dignity of the majority population.57 Translated into protectionist policies, these political calls to “take back control” and “bring our jobs back” can accelerate the techno-economic trend of de-globalisation. Digital automation, in sum, is not a technical, but a political challenge.

This points to the core challenge of the digital transformation. Be it through provision of public services or redistribution of income and wealth, past industrial revolutions were only made socially acceptable through mitigating and adapting policy interventions.58 If social disruption by technological change is not new, the speed and scope of the digital revolution may be. The question then is whether our existing governance structures, originally built for the industrial age, will be able to react quickly and adequately. The slow response to previous technological disruptions, or the recent collective action problems in tackling climate change problems do not give cause for optimism. In the political economy of change, policy responses are always the result of struggles between winners and losers of social change. Given the fact that both capital owners and high skilled employees are benefitting greatly from digital automation, we may have reason to doubt that policy responses will be swift and comprehensive enough to meet the challenge.
We need a new model for the Economy of Tomorrow

So, if the digital transformation is poised to aggravate the structural crisis of capitalism, what can be done to tackle its root causes?

More supply side solutions to the rescue?
The most radical approach to overhaul the economy comes from the digital disruptors themselves. Echoing Schumpeter, digital capitalists seek to boost innovation-driven growth by permanent creative destruction. The real reason for the seemingly unstoppable march of digital capitalism, however, lies in the shift from atoms to bits. Compared to the production of material goods, the creation of immaterial value reduces the marginal cost. In other words, after the initial investment in the “prototype”, the cost to duplicate digital products is approaching zero. Jeremy Rifkin calls this new accumulation regime the zero-marginal cost society. This has two profound consequences. First, less labour is needed to produce in the core of the digital economy. Second, the abundance of nearly-free goods and services is likely to overwhelm demand, depressing prices and profits. Digital platforms tackle this dilemma with the strategy to corner the global market with a near monopoly. Whether this business model can be replicated widely, however, remains to be seen. Too many start-ups look like gigantic pyramid schemes which burn an endless supply of venture capital in their chase for market shares. On a structural level, the business model of “cutting out the middle man” further rationalises the distribution and consumption sectors. This may, however, translate into the loss of jobs and income in the service sector.

How to create demand and livelihoods in the digital age?
To tackle the challenges posed by digital automation, a new development model is needed. In a global economy, rejecting technological innovation is not an option. But the new technologies should also be embraced in their own right. If we want to heal cancer and tackle climate change, they are our best chance. In the world of work, the automation of dirty, dangerous, physically demanding tasks is set to improve workplace safety and satisfaction. Accordingly, the new model should not aim to stop, but rather shape the social transformation unleashed by this new wave of technological innovation.

The new model, however, must go beyond the normative rhetoric of “sustainable development” and seek to shape the political economy of digital capitalism. To have any real impact, it must offer a solution to the accelerating demand crisis crippling the global economy. This means the new paradigm must put the creation of income-generating livelihoods front and centre.
Some promising ideas to create new sources of incomes, and, therefore, consumption demand have already been introduced. Inclusive growth models seek to boost consumption demand through a fairer distribution of profits. Other approaches seek to distribute work more widely. The European Charter of Digital Fundamental Rights postulates a Right to Work. Social and economic rights, however, do not amount to much if no income generating work is available for large parts, or even most of the population.

The Green New Deal uses the transition to a low-carbon economy as a source of growth. The International Renewable Energy Agency estimates that renewable energy employed 8.1 million people around the world in 2015. Green growth, in other words, promises to create green jobs. Similarly, the blue ocean economy hopes to create blue jobs in coastal areas by tapping into the potential of blue water farming, offshore harvesting of mineral resources, and pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries. While the opportunities to create green and blue jobs should be fully explored, it needs to be kept in mind these jobs are not immune to automation either. From a jobs perspective, the green and blue economies may offer too little, too late.

What is needed are holistic models that puts human capital front and centre. Amartya Sen’s capabilities approach is built around the potential of humans to unleash waves of innovation and productivity. The United Nations Human Development Index (HDI) has put investment into human capital at the centre of the international development agenda. Richard Florida also points to the critical role of the “creative class” to turn cities into the urban hubs connecting them with the global economy. Michael Spence and Joseph Stiglitz, on the other hand, have cautioned against a mechanical understanding of the relationship between education and human capabilities.

Pointing to the emergence of the creative commons sector interconnected to the capitalist market, the Peer to Peer movement has put forward an innovative approach. In the current regime of informational capitalism, Arvidsson and Petersen argue, value is no longer primarily produced by material production, but the immaterial production of a social world through communication and interaction. Value, the argument goes, shifts from things to the ability to enable people to create cohesion among things. The brand, the quintessential example of immaterial value generation is about appropriating and extracting value from social communications. Symbolic, creative, aesthetic, cognitive value, however, are primarily produced in the collaborative commons, such as outside of the capitalist market. Peer production can operate more easily in the sphere of immaterial goods, where the input is free time and the available surplus of computing resources. This is why theorist Michel Bauwens believes that the cooperative commons are generally better suited for the zero margins society, and are therefore overtaking the market as the dominant mode of production in the digital age. In the current political economy, however, the commons are prone to extraction by the capitalist market. As long as creative and care workers are dependent on the market and state to make a living, commoners’ livelihoods are likely to remain precarious.

In sum, all these models make important contributions, but are not enough to solve the fundamental demand problem of digital capitalism. What we need is a new development model for the digital age. At the heart of this new model must be the need to create decent livelihoods.
The Human Economy

Our best chance to create decent livelihoods in the digital age is the Human Economy. The Human Economy is composed of two interwoven economies. The digital capitalist economy, which generates the surplus needed to remunerate work for the common good. And the human commons, which creates the consumption demand needed to keep the digital capitalist economy going.

Decent jobs: Make the workforce fit for the digital economy

In the digital economy, there will be continued demand for human labour. The skillsets required from human workers, however, will be different from the past. After the first waves of automation replaced physical labour, learning machines are now rivalling or even surpassing human cognitive skills. Artificial intelligence is even starting to be creative. The jobs of the future will, therefore, concentrate on tasks, which cannot be performed by machines. Some of these tasks are ancient, and have to do with humans interacting with humans, or operating under unpredictable conditions. People prefer people as teachers, nurses and personal trainers. And no robot in the foreseeable future can do what plumbers, electricians or carpenters do. Others tasks will be created through innovative modes of production and in emerging industries. At the core of the digital capitalist economy, many of these new jobs will be collaborations between humans and machines. What makes humans valuable in the digital economy are social and super-creative skills. Humans are essentially social beings. The division of labour that made our species so successful is rooted in the human ability to feel empathy, compassion, and to act altruistically and cooperate in teams. The ethical ability to open up and share with others, the precondition for cooperation, has become the main productive force of the sharing economy. According to the theory of the digital age, in which machines are expected to play a larger role than they do today.

To tackle the crippling demand crisis, economies can no longer afford not to remunerate all contributions to the common good. Economies can no longer afford to ignore the contributions of people to the common good. To tackle the crippling demand crisis, economies can no longer afford not to remunerate all contributions to the common good.

Humans will always be needed for the one thing machines cannot do: write the source code, which includes the basic assumptions, values and objectives machines are designed to adhere to. Simply put, machines can only optimise the world as we know it, because their source code has been written by humans.
Humans, on the other hand, have the unique ability to reimagine the world and adapt their objectives to changing circumstances.83 This human super-creativity will be in high demand in the labour markets of tomorrow.

What humans really excel in is communication and social interaction, creativity and innovation, experience and judgment, leadership and foresight, flexibility, and learning. These skills will be in demand in the service industries, from personal fitness to entertainment, from design to fashion, from food to arts and crafts and from research to development. In recent decades, cultural commodities already outgrew the trade in physical objects.84 French sociologists Luc Boltanski and Arnaud Esquires observed that the “Enrichissement”, such as the use of existing cultural resources from food to language, from monuments to traditions, is what fuels the fastest growing economic sector of the cultural industries from luxury goods to art, from tourism to hospitality.85 To realise this potential for decent human jobs, human skills will have to be continually upgraded.
Decent livelihoods: Remunerate work for the human commons

At the heart of the human economy are the hopes and needs of humans. The human economy needs to be built around the recognition of human contributions to the common good. Even in the digital age, there is a need for nurses and doctors, academics and researchers, social workers, and teachers. Millions of livelihoods could be generated in the human commons, from child raising to education, from sick to elderly care, from providing security to generating knowledge. However, many of these tasks, which are beneficial for society, do not generate enough income in the capitalist economy. To tackle the crippling demand crisis, economies can no longer afford not to remunerate these tasks. The demand management policy of the Human Economy, hence, is to remunerate every contribution to the common good.

Digital capitalism and the human commons are interdependent. Market and state are best suited to delivering the infrastructure for the digital age. Driven by profit and competition, the market introduces resource efficiency. Most importantly, the market can create income, and therefore livelihoods for commoners. The collaborative commons, on the other hand, would be better suited to govern common resources like energy or water. Commons are spaces of experimentation, and can provide innovation and creativity. Already today, the commons are important producers of immaterial goods. If incomes can be generated from these contributions to the common good, the commons will fuel the capitalist market with consumer demand.
Today, however, the playing field is tilted in favour of the robots. Once installed, robots work tirelessly around the clock. Humans need to sleep, take sick leave, make mistakes, go on strike, and depend on decent wages to feed their families. Now that technology puts ever more tasks within the reach of automation, any additional burden on human labour cost needs to be avoided. Many countries, however, use labour income as the base to finance the state as well as the social security system. If digital automation erodes incomes, income tax, sales tax and property taxes will tumble in unison. Digital automation, in other words, creates a revenue problem for the state at the very moment when public goods are most needed.

With labour income as a source of taxation out of the question, new ways to finance public goods need to be found. To slow down the march of the robots, we need to shift the base of our taxes from labour to capital. Taxing the main resources of the digital economy, technology and data can be a solution. Taxing capital, resources, robots, or data can also be an option.

Policies to create the Human Economy

In the following section, policies to bring about the Human Economy are proposed. Right from the outset, this model needs to avoid generalisations. The opportunity structures in developed and developing countries vary greatly, and so must the policy advice. As a rule of thumb, it is assumed that developing countries have lesser fiscal room and governance capacity to implement the policies needed to bring about the Human Economy. On the other hand, cheap labour economies may have more time to adapt to the new global environment. To give a better impression of how, and if, these policies could be adapted to work under the specific conditions of developing or emerging countries, this paper will briefly discuss the case of India.

Near Term: Shaping the digital transformation

1. Level the playing field for human work

Under fair conditions, there will be ample opportunities for humans to work together with Artificial Intelligence, robots, and algorithms. Even low-skilled human labour will be needed to perform tasks that are difficult to automate, in particular, those which require high motorial skills.

Today, the playing field is tilted in favour of the robots. Now that technology puts ever more tasks within the reach of automation, any additional burden on human labour cost needs to be avoided.
Member of the European Parliament Mady Delvaux has introduced a tax on robots as an innovative instrument to buy time, and generate the revenue needed for upskilling the workforce. We need to explore how robot taxes can be designed with a view to delaying the rationalisation of work without slowing down the speed of innovation. To avoid harm to international competitiveness, regulatory instruments need to be smart. Sectors competing in the global market, for instance, face much higher pressures to automate than shielded domestic sectors, especially the service sector. While there is little social benefit in automating the tasks of a domestic worker, for instance, increasing the efficiency of the back office can be critical for those sectors facing stiff international competition.

Mitigating the impact of the digital revolution is a tight rope to walk. Without some kind of policy buffer, the speed and scope of the transformation could lead to serious social disruptions. Too much protection for dying industries and obsolete jobs, on the other hand, can jeopardise the future for the sake of the past. There is a role for the state in saving and creating jobs. Re-allocating the remaining work by capping weekly working hours could help to redistribute income. For instance, it could be made mandatory to hire security and care workers (e.g. attendant at public pools, kindergarten nurse in shopping malls, safety providers around primary schools etc.). Henning Meyer proposes to install the state as ‘employer of last resort’. The DiEM25 movement for a European New Deal proposes that every European state give every European citizen a job guarantee in their home country. In emerging economies like India, where work guarantee schemes (such as the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act) regularly disappoint, experts are sceptical about the capacity of the often weak and revenue-deprived state to provide work for all. How population giants like India could provide jobs for the ten million annual entrants to the labour market in an environment of jobless growth and deindustrialisation, is an open question. Once automation increases productivity in the formal manufacturing and in the agricultural sector, they cease to be the job engines they once were. For the time being, India’s cheap labour economy is an international investor’s darling. In the future, however, it is hard to see how social and political stability could be upheld without some sort of state support for the working poor.

2. Invest in full capabilities for all

Humans excel at communication and social interaction, creativity and innovation, experience and judgment, leadership and foresight, flexibility, and learning. Investing in the skills of the workforce is the industrial policy of the Human Economy. This is why proponents of Work 4.0 seek to create jobs in the digital economy by upgrading the skill set of the workforce.

Martin Ford cautions not to overestimate the employment effects generated by additional investment into education. What is needed, however, is not more of the same, but a fundamentally different education system. In the age of Google and Wikipedia, there is little value in rote learning. When permanent technological disruption quickly renders skills obsolete, it makes little sense to invest in a long college education to vie for a lifelong position with the same employer. In the digital economy, those who have the ability to adapt
to rapidly shifting environments through lifelong learning will prosper. What is needed are the skills to attain this information and turn it into knowledge. Ken Robinson suggests shifting the education paradigm from industrial standardisation to a culture of collaboration.98

Digital literacy needs to be strengthened. To prepare the workforce for the Economy of Tomorrow, we need a lifelong learning system guided by a new ideal of the citizen.99 The educational goal should be to strengthen creative, communicative, analytical, intercultural, and social skills.

To facilitate periods of transition and qualification, innovative policy instruments are needed. Germany plans to turn unemployment insurance into employment insurance, with a view to encouraging innovative risk taking and individual up-skilling.100 A personalised employee account could provide employees with public seed money to invest in their qualification, for instance through sabbaticals.101

To allow for the necessary investment in these lifelong learning systems, austerity must be stopped. Ending austerity means to reverse the neoliberal paradigm of suppressing the social cost of health care, social security, and public goods. To tackle the demand crisis and make the workforce fit for the Human Economy, the state needs to invest more in public goods.

In developing countries, the fiscal space for these investments is notoriously tight. The reversal of the structural adjustment paradigm by the International Monetary Fund is a step into the right direction.102 The Modi government has fervently pushed forward a reform agenda which uses digital technologies to give identity cards and basic bank accounts to every one of India’s 1.2 billion citizens. In the long run, this digital infrastructure will make India’s shadow economy transparent, hence taxable, finally creating the income needed to build a modern state. In the short run, it can be used to circumvent the bureaucracy and make payments to every citizen. As long as millions continue to live below the poverty line, India will be hard-pressed to fund the public services needed to make the workforce fit for the digital economy. Given these fiscal restraint, and emphasis could be put on modernising the curriculum and restraining teachers.

3. Boost consumption demand through income support

As the world is slowly waking up from the spell of austerity, quick fixes to the demand problem are being discussed. A broad variety of policies to top up incomes has been proposed. None of these proposals has captured the public imagination as much as the basic income schemes. In a sense, the debate over universal basic income has sparked the first political battle of the digital age. The opposing camps run counter to the left-right formation characteristic of the industrial society103. On the one side are Silicon Valley techies who seek to boost consumption demand, Davos billionaires who fear the coming of the pitchforks, neoliberals who want to cut back the welfare state, corruption fighters who seek to cut out the middleman, and Marxists who dream of the end of alienating work in the leisure society. To its proponents, the advantages are clear: by putting money into the pockets of consumers, economic growth will be stimulated, extreme poverty may be eradicated, and the social

To prepare the workforce for the Economy of Tomorrow, we need a life-long learning system guided by a new ideal of the citizen.
peace can be kept. Proponents believe while the nominal cost of Universal Basic Income (UBI) may look high, it may be largely self-financing through the elimination of subsidies, as well as the expected higher tax return. Finnish Think Tank Demos Helsinki argues that UBI should not be seen as a quick fix to the industrial society, but the first step into the social contract of a post-capitalist society.104 In the information economy society, capital is the main means to produce, contribute and participate in society. While automation and renewable energy produce abundance, capital ownership is concentrated in ever fewer hands. Giving access to capital, UBI then works as an entry ticket to produce and contribute to the common good as an autonomous actor.

On the other side are labour unions, which defend their role in collective bargaining, socialists, who smell a Trojan horse to do away with social security, social justice advocates, who fear social exclusion, and neoliberals who are afraid that everything that is free of charge will be taken for granted.105 Critics are afraid that UBI will create havoc with public finances, drives up wages for undesirable work106 or simply works as a tranquilizer to sedate the masses who will be permanently shut out of economic and social life.107 Anke Hassel warns against the ‘sweet poison’ of UBI which poses a moral hazard for the poor to invest in themselves, eases the social conscience of the rich, and enrages the middle class which must foot the tax bill.108 David de Ugarte
fears that the replacement of solidarity based welfare with naked redistribution will result in cut-throat competition between native and immigrant have-nots over the remaining slices of the cake. The toxic conflicts over immigration show how quickly the competition between native and migrant recipients can turn xenophobic or even violent. Nathan Keeble dismisses the argument that UBI could cure disincentives to work. Essentially being a redistributive mechanism which needs to be financed by those who earn more than others, the disincentives inherent to existing welfare system are only moved to the tax system.

The debate over UBI is particularly challenging for the labour movement. Wary that libertarian siren calls may lead to the final dismantling of the welfare state, many trade unions and their political allies stick to their traditional agenda of full employment, decent wages, and social security. Having fought for labour rights for over a century, the labour movement is not ready to give up any of the hard-won institutions. “No questions asked” flat-rate benefits also irk its moral compass, which embraces values of reciprocity, solidarity and contributing to society. On the other hand, analysts are well aware that when capital increasingly replaces labour, secondary distribution of income through taxes, welfare, minimum wages, and other redistribution schemes comes under pressure. In response to atypical forms of employment, unstable career patterns and decreased collective bargaining power, the unions have revised their long-standing opposition to minimum wages.

Currently, experiments with basic income schemes are being conducted in Finland, Namibia, Kenya, and the US state Alaska. National conversations and feasibility studies are undertaken in France, India, Mongolia, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Canada’s Ontario and Québec province, and the German State of Schleswig-Holstein. These schemes differ in many ways, and aim at different goals. The Finnish experiment seeks to change the incentive structures to promote work and eradicate poverty. The Dutch probe the effectiveness of labour market participation tools. And Canada’s provinces seek to eradicate poverty, reduce inequality and promote public health. The Swiss debate was all about individual freedom.

Income support schemes differ widely around the questions of who is entitled (e.g. everyone including the rich, only the working poor, or also struggling middle class families), where to set the outer boundaries (e.g. are European Union citizens included? Are immigrants entitled?), if there is some kind of conditionality (e.g. only for those who actively seek work?), how to design the incentive structures (e.g. how to avoid poverty traps) and how it could be financed (e.g. through taxes or special funds). Some proposals, like the “Citizen’s Income” are neither universal nor unconditional, but in essence negative income taxes. The Institute for the Future calls for Universal Basic Assets, e.g. entitlements to open source assets such as housing, healthcare, education, and financial security. The German Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs believes there is no need, or support within society, for such a fundamental change of system. Modelled after the French concept of a Personal Activation Account, the German Work 4.0 model proposes a Personal Activity Account, provided with a one-off sum which the state would make available to all young people. This initial credit “could be used for various clearly defined purposes over the course of an individual’s working life: to fund, for example, continuing vocational education and training not paid for by employers, the process of starting a business or making the
transition into self-employment, reductions in working time or sabbaticals to raise children or care for a family member, or a flexible transition into retirement. The vast differences between these designs make the public debate confusing. Before it has been clarified whether, or to what extent, these schemes are supposed to replace existent welfare and social security schemes or are complementary top-ups, it is illusionary to believe that any consensus could emerge.

Several studies have been conducted to assess both the effect on poverty reduction as well as the projected costs of a variety of tools. A recent OECD study pointed out that a budget-neutral UBI spread across the entire qualifying population adds up to very low monthly payments. Also, as those already receiving social benefits may end up getting less under a universal flat-rate, a budget-neutral reform can have counterproductive effects on poverty. If poverty eradication is the social and political objective, additional funding would be needed. Political scientist Charles Murray proposed that every US citizen of 21 and above should receive USD 13,000 per year. Robert Greenstein calculated that such a scheme would cost USD 3 trillion per year, roughly equal to the entire amount of revenue the federal government collects. Greenstein also dismisses the argument that such a replacement would result in substantive saving for administrative cost. This means such a scheme could only be financed by replacing the current welfare state. Making benefits targeted at the bottom of the income ladder universally available effectively means to redistribute upwards. Spreading scarce resources thin could increase poverty and inequality. Preliminary evidence therefore seems to support claims by critics that universal schemes are forbiddenly expensive, have limited impact, and that in times of austerity, this money could be spent better to address social ills. If pessimistic scenarios materialise and indeed more and more people drop out of the workforce or end up in precarious working positions, some form of income support scheme may become inevitable. How these schemes will look like will be the result of political struggles. It is in the enlightened interest of the labour movement to pro-actively shape these debates.

In developing countries, the debate over basic income schemes revolves around entirely different coordinates. Highly imperfect information and limited administrative capabilities makes it very difficult to target the poor. The poor performance of targeting in many developing countries makes UBI appealing. In India, where the benefits of more than 1200 different subsidies and welfare schemes end up in the pockets of corrupt bureaucrats and their cronies, UBI is seen as a big bang reform. Some observers estimate that for the same cost of existing welfare schemes, an efficiently delivered UBI could reduce poverty levels from 22 percent to seven percent of the population. In other words, a broad societal alliance for UBI is forming between those who seek to eradicate poverty and corruption, and those who want to build a modern state and a market economy. For oil rich rentier states, Shanta Devajan argues that a transfer of revenues (e.g. from oil) directly into citizen’s pockets would not only reduce poverty, but also strengthen transparency and accountability for government waste.

The debate over UBI shows three things. First, the ideological and political conflict lines of the digital age will be different from industrial capitalism, offering opportunities to form new alliances and renegotiate the social contract.
Second, it shows a glimpse of the complexity of the distributional conflicts to come once robots start to automate middle-class jobs. Finally, it also shows that tinkering with the symptoms of the crisis is not enough. To address the crisis of redistributive welfare systems and boost consumption demand, some sort of income support tool needs to be added to the toolbox.

Long Term: Building the Human Economy

4. Distribute sources of wealth more evenly

When wealth is almost exclusively linked to the return on capital, the redistribution of income will be ever more difficult to organise. This means the primary distribution must be put back on the agenda. Bluntly put, in a world run by robots, the question is who owns the robots. Distributing the sources of wealth creation, from land to resources and intellectual property, as widely as possible is therefore a crucial element of creating livelihoods in the digital age.

Progressives need to fight for the principle that everyone who contributes to the creation of surplus value also profits from it. American economist Richard Freeman suggests a ‘workers share’ could spread the ownership of companies among employees to make them less dependent on wage income. Henning Meyer proposes sovereign investment funds to re-socialise capital returns and creates new public revenue streams to fund job guarantee schemes. Vanis Varoufakis calls for a Universal Basic Dividend, financed by a Commons Capital Depository to which every initial public offering has to contribute a share of its capital stock. Whatever the model, the result needs to be a democratisation of capital ownership.

5. Remunerate all socially beneficial work

Two imperatives flow from the digital transformation. In a world where more and more people struggle to find decent work, social security needs to be decoupled from employment. And to tackle the crippling demand crisis, as many income-generating livelihoods as possible must be created. This goes beyond lifting people above the poverty line through income support. The Human Economy needs to create decent livelihoods for everyone who contributes to the common good.

What may sound utopian now could look much more realistic in the future. In the wake of the digital transformation, the creative commons sectors have grown significantly. Creative commons produce the immaterial goods that drive the economy. Open source and collaborative work processes have spread far beyond the free software movement. The maker movement uses 3D technologies to rejuvenate the artisanal approach to manufacturing. From the first community experiments with alternative currencies, the global market cap for cryptocurrencies has grown to USD 106 billion. Localists and urban farmers have created organic farming cooperatives. Local communities have de-commodified water and energy. The human commons are broader than this, and include all contributions to the common good. Domestic workers who give care to children, the sick
and the elderly, as well as rural workers, who look after the soil, water, natural resources, renewable energy, and biodiversity. This also includes social workers who strengthen social cohesion, preserve cultural heritage, and build peace. All of these contributions are socially beneficial. Today, however, commoners find it difficult to make a living. While they create value, this value is often extracted by the market, and livelihoods remain precarious. In an environment of demand scarcity, societies can no longer afford not remunerate these tasks.

In a data economy, giving the producers of the data, a cut of the created immaterial value could be a mechanism to create both demand for digital capitalism as well as livelihoods for the commoners. This would include the clickworkers, who produce online traffic. But it would also include each and everyone, who provides personal data which will be used for profit. For a few years already, pilot projects are testing a free market approach to personal data. The idea is simple - consumers are given control over their personal data, but the right to sell them on the free market works as an incentive to consent to their commercial use.138 Labour theorist Maurizio Lazzarato goes one step further and calls for recognition of immaterial labour which produces the informational and cultural content of the commodity.139 Immaterial labour includes activities that are not normally recognised as “work”, such as the defining and fixing cultural and artistic standards, fashions, tastes, consumer norms, and public opinion. When digital capitalism depends more and more on immaterial value, then immaterial labour needs to be remunerated for its contribution.

Several policies to create decent livelihoods for commoners have been proposed. Michel Bauwens suggests a strategy that channels capital from the state and market sector into the commons to grow them, but uses safeguards to protect the value created from being extracted by the markets.140 One way to ‘reverse co-opt’ capital from the capitalist or state system, and subsume it to the logic of the commons is ‘transvestment’, such as a business model that uses ‘capped returns’ to make sure that this capital does not compromise the common good orientation of the cooperative. Commoners, in other words, should negotiate for buy-back options at a fixed price, a strategy that guarantees that private sector capital can be replaced anytime, and thereby disciplined to support the statuary cause.141 To make sure that the value produced by the commons is not extracted, the commons need protection. This means state regulation is needed to ensure commoners are receiving a fair compensation for their contributions.

Whether transvestment and protection are enough to create livelihoods in the human commons remains to be seen. In all likelihood, the commons need to be subsidized through a redistributive mechanism. In the long run, basic income support schemes lifting people above the poverty line will not suffice. To shore up consumption demand and generate decent livelihoods, a remuneration system for all socially beneficial contributions is needed. The idea is to create a two-tier system, with a targeted basic income to guarantee the subsistence minimum at the bottom, and a top-up mechanism to incentivise contributions to the common good. The targeted basic income needs to be high.
enough to boost consumption demand, but low enough to avoid acting as a disincentive to work and education. Cuts to existing cash transfers and tax allowances to finance such a scheme aside, these objectives can only be achieved when the basic income benefits do not replace, but complement the welfare state.

On top of that, additional remuneration could be given for socially beneficial activities. For political reasons, it may be easier to justify moneyed incentives for entrepreneurship, education, or community work than simply handouts for doing nothing. Anthony Atkinson has proposed a “Participation Income”, which would be conditioned around any kind of contribution to the common good. This would in effect create another incentive system to encourage socially beneficial behaviour next to the taxation system. At a time when social cohesion is low and the confidence in the ability of the state to effectively govern is diminished, this new set of nudging tools may prove particularly helpful.

This again is perfectly in line with the need to create decent livelihoods out of activities beyond the capitalist core of the economy. Millions of livelihoods, for instance, could be created in the care economy. Today, however, care is primarily provided by female family members, and remains largely unpaid. The same logic applies to other activities which benefit the community, but are not remunerated in the capitalist economy. Artists, creative workers, and freelance journalists already work under informal conditions characterised by power asymmetries, with negative effects on their income, benefits, and security. If the standard labour contract, lifelong employment and constant income generation is no longer the norm for the majority of employees, the contributions-based European social security system comes under pressure. If more and more people join the ranks of these informal workers, insufficient social protection, and weak bargaining power become systemic. The Participation Income could mitigate such risks, and turn these livelihoods into consumption engines for the wider economy.

There are, of course, dangers. For one, paying commoners could further monetise social relationships. Second, determining what exactly constitutes a socially beneficially contribution may open the door for new harassment by overbearing and even corrupt bureaucracies. Third, as the Chinese experiment with social nudging app “Sesame Credit” shows, it opens the door to authoritarian monitoring of citizens financial, social, political, and moral behaviour. Finally, within the existing paradigm, such a two-tier remuneration system will be difficult to finance. A major reform of the tax system, hence, needs to be part of the reform agenda. All things considered, the real question is political feasibility.

In developing countries, informality has long been the norm, not the exception. The state is, in most cases, too weak to provide social protection for all citizens. World Bank lead economist Ejaz Ghani is calling to embrace informality not as hindrance to development, but as an opportunity to create livelihoods through local entrepreneurship. In the rapidly growing cities, the energy, mobility, and housing infrastructure for the next decades needs to be build. Investing in human and physical infrastructure encourages entrepreneurship in local communities, which is in turn linked to stronger job growth. Investing in roads, railways bridges and schools, hence, is part of the livelihoods agenda.
6. The gardener state

All things considered, what is needed to shape the digital transformation calls for a new role of the state. The sclerotic neoliberal state, barely able to provide good governance today, will be hopelessly overstretched by the challenge of the next Great Transformation. But in the lateral, flexible, informal, pluralistic, and distributed society of tomorrow, the bureaucratic commando state will not be acceptable, either. The Weberian state was built to govern the industrial society with its vertical, hierarchical, formalised and centralised structures. Until today, the industrial logic of production is reflected in our notion of policy-making as the universalisation of standards. To tackle the challenges of the digital transformation, the tired old state versus market conflict needs to be transcended.

Effective governance for the digital society needs to be participatory, inclusive, flexible, and differentiated. Opposed to the minimalist guardian state, and the overbearing commando state, the digital state should act like a Gardener. To produce a blossoming garden, the gardener needs to employ a smart mix of hands-on and hands-off approaches. The Gardener works the soil, plants new seeds, protects and nurtures the infant crop, and crops uncontrolled growth. Accordingly, the Gardener State needs to level the playing field for humans, provide a social protection floor, invest in human talent, provide full capabilities for all, protect the commons, and bust platform monopolies.

The gardener state sows by investing in research, education, and infrastructure. It plants and raises new industries, from developing technologies to jumpstarting markets. It crops distortive elements with regulation, tax incentives, targeted (dis-)investment and competition policies. And it harvests the revenue needed by closing tax havens and sovereign investment funds.

In developing countries with chronically weak governance capabilities, this will be a challenge. Proponents of decentralised and community driven governance should note that in patronage systems, localised state structures often favour feudal landlords, political dynasties and even mafia organisations. On the other hand, local communities have a long tradition of governing the commons. Strengthening such cooperative communities would make governance more context specific, efficient and legitimate.
How to bring about the Human Economy?

The Challenge: Political Economy of Digital Transformation

The Human Economy can only shape the digital transformation when it is able to shift the economic paradigm. Thus, we need to have a closer look at the political economy of change.

First, the policy shifts needed to bring about the Human Economy will face resistance from those who believe they benefit from the status quo. Levelling the playing field for human workers with regulations and taxes is likely to invite opposition from market fundamentalists. Similarly, empowering domestic care workers could draw the wrath of social conservatives. Creating decent livelihoods in the digital age will require massive investment into public goods. Generating the revenue to pay for these investments is not an easy political task. While the rich too often find ways to dodge taxes, the poor cannot afford to pay them. The middle classes, feeling abused by the “self-serving elites” and the “entitled poor” in open revolt. In addition to the economic rationale, this is the political reason why the tax burden must be shifted from labour to capital.

Second, implementing the Human Economy may be even more challenging in societies, where some people are considered more deserving than others. In the Protestant United States, a Caste-conscious Hindu India, and Theravada Buddhist Thailand, for instance, those at the top are widely believed to be of higher morality than those at the bottom. Finally, neoliberal regimes consider those at the top to be more useful than those at the bottom. Where these anti-egalitarian ideologies frame the political economy, any initiative promoting full capabilities for all will face an uphill battle.

Third, implementing the needed policy shifts is notoriously difficult amidst the myriads of conflicts characteristic of a social transformation. Transformations undermine old certainties, erode traditional communities, and undermine social security. Social change fuels conflict between winners and losers. In such situations, social solidarity is at a low. This mix gets even more volatile when migration is added. David Goodhart points to the tension between diversity and solidarity. As the toxic political conflicts over immigration and refugees show, the solidarity between members of the human species is not without its limits. Individuals tend to be supportive only of those “others” they accept as fellow members of a community of solidarity. The sociologist Robert Putnam observed that a higher proportion of immigrants lowers the level of trust in a society, not only between the indigenous and immigrant population, but also within these groups. In a welfare state, belonging to the community of solidarity, or not, equates to having drawing rights for public goods. The economist Paul Collier argues that the precondition for redistributive taxing is the “mutual regard” for fellow citizens. The political economist David Rueda has shown that the higher the share of immigrants lowers the willingness of the wealthy to pay redistributive taxes. If solidarity is low and mistrust is high, it is difficult to provide full capabilities for all.

For developing countries, the political economy of global capitalism is a daunting challenge. Unilaterally taxing capital to finance public goods for the poor is a daunting challenge.
goods may trigger a slowdown of foreign direct investment or even cause capital flight. To compete with 3D printers in developed economies, manufacturers could be forced to race down to the bottom of wages and labour standards. When reshoring opens a current account deficit, policy makers could be tempted to shore up competitiveness through currency depreciation. This would, however, worsen the living standards and contribute to the middle-class revolts raging in many emerging countries around the globe. Unable to resolve these social and political challenges, developing economies can get stuck in a transformation trap.

In the West, the political playing field is no less challenging. After decades of deindustrialisation and austerity, conflicts over identity, distribution and sovereignty have triggered a revolt against globalism. Fear, anger, and resentment are fertile soil for right-wing populists. Their battle cry of “taking back control” points to a central strategic dilemma. While redistribution works better between members of tightly-knit communities, the resources to be redistributed must be won in the struggle with capitalism, which operates on a global plane. This means economic logic alone cannot convince people who seek refuge in the past to embrace something new.

In sum, the political economy of today is a challenging playing field for the Human Economy. Whether the political economy of tomorrow will be more conducive is an open question. On the one hand, the distributed nature of digital technologies, from 3D printers to smarts grids, give rise to a distributed network economy where every household becomes a micro-factory, micro-power plant and micro-broadcaster. In other words, digital technologies have the potential to democratise the means of production. On the other hand, the unprecedented concentration of power in the hands of digital platform companies like Google, Facebook, and Amazon points to the opposite direction. The emerging ecosystem of maker networks and cooperatives may end up being de-facto centralised by capital the same way this happened to sharing platforms like Airbnb and Uber not long ago.

Finally, who will be the change agents that can bring about the Human Economy? The strength of the labour movement has been waning for decades. If automation continues to drive deskilling, easily replaceable unskilled workers will end up more dependent on capital, and the bargaining power of the divided and unorganised workforce will decrease further. If we assume that the hierarchical, bureaucratic, formalised political organisations of the labour movement are not likely to thrive in the distributed, lateral, informal, and flexible digital society, their future may not look much rosier. The labour movement on its own will not have the political muscle to implement the policies needed to bring about the Human Economy. In a time when the majority of activists focuses on identity issues, there are not too many movements out there with a clear focus on the struggle for a new economic regime.
The Strategy: Build a Transformative Alliance around a Narrative

Given the circumstances, building the Human Economy is not a technical task, but the outcome of political struggles. In the current political economy, only a broad societal alliance will be able to mobilise the political muscle to shift the development path. To build this transformative alliance, we need a platform onto which as many communities as possible can come together.

Building broad alliances, however, is notoriously difficult because social groups have different interests and priorities. This means the alliance cannot be built around a smorgasbord of policies. Instead, social groups need to be convinced to redefine their interests. How can this be done? Actors do not define their interests in isolation, but within the echo-chambers of discourse communities. Members of discourse communities share a particular set of beliefs of what is happening, and what needs to be done. If their imagination about the future changes, so will their expectations about how the future will unfold. Different expectations about the future lead to fresh calculations of risks and opportunities. In other words, when actors reimagine the future, they start to redefine their interests. And when they redefine their interests, they can come together in an alliance to work towards an alternative vision of tomorrow.

All of this means the key to alliance building is to shift the frame of reference within which actors define their interests. This, however, is just another way of saying the paradigm needs to be shifted. In practical terms, this means alliances are easier to build around an emotionally arresting, normatively imperative narrative.

A good change narrative has five elements: a threat (“What is the danger of continuing with the status quo?”), hope (“What is the vision for a better future where the interests of key constituencies converge?”), opportunity (“What game changers will create a window of opportunity to achieve the alternative vision?”), confidence (“What gives us the confidence to say: it has been done before, we can do it again?”) and an ethical imperative (“Why is the economically smart thing also the morally right thing to do?”).

Important elements of this new narrative have already been formulated. The threat of high employment now enters the mainstream discourse. Without hope for the future, however, it will be difficult to break the anxious inertia of our time, and mobilise people to organise a struggle for a better tomorrow. Contrary to the critics, who warn against “idealistic utopianism”, it is imperative for a good change narrative to lay out a vision for a better tomorrow. To give confidence, German philosopher Richard David Precht suggests that rather than staring at the potentially devastating impact of the digital revolution, we should focus on mind-boggling opportunities these new technologies have to offer. The historical experience that every industrial revolution has created more jobs than it has destroyed can convey confidence.
What is not entirely clear is how to make an emotionally powerful, normative claim. Bill Gates recommends to “humanise” the robots.\textsuperscript{167} The Nobel laureate economist Robert J. Shiller, on the contrary, suggests that “blaming the robots” will be a more effective strategy than “scapegoating the rich”.\textsuperscript{168} What is interesting about these approaches is the emotionalisation of this rather technical debate. Building on this, it may be helpful to contrast the cold, inhuman robot economy with something warm and humane: The Human Economy.

Important groundwork in developing a normative narrative has been laid by Amartya Sen. In “Development as Freedom”, Sen re-frames equal opportunities as the precondition to freedom. Both progressives, as well as liberals, can agree with that. By establishing human capital as the main source of future development, he reframes the conflict between capital and labour as two sides of the same coin. This approach resonates both with the Silicon Valley vision of the digital capitalism, as well as its main rival, the peer-to-peer commons economy.\textsuperscript{169}

Bringing together all these elements, the Human Economy can be the narrative around which a broad societal transformative alliance can be built. It sternly warns against rising unemployment, social unrest, and the eventual collapse of the global economy, should the livelihood and demand crisis not be addressed. But the Human Economy also gives hope for a better tomorrow where alienating work is done by machines, and humans can focus their efforts on making the world better for everyone. By democratising the means of production, the digital transformation can be a game changer. Past experiences, from industrial revolutions to the New Deal, give us confidence that this Great Transformation can be shaped too. Normatively, by putting human capital at the centre of the Human Economy, we can promote equity and freedom.

The moral outrage and cultural fears fuelling middle class revolts around the globe are a reminder that an economic narrative alone will not suffice. Neither will the libertarian Californian ideology of “every man for himself” be able to moderate the distributional conflicts typical for social transformations. To provide an anchor in the vertigo of change, a collective identity frame is needed. How such a Progressive Patriotism could look like, however, is subject to heated debates.\textsuperscript{170} The point remains that only a holistic political approach can lay the social foundation for the re-distributinal policies needed to bring about the Human Economy. In other words, it is time to define a social democracy for the digital age.

**The Platform: The Social Democratic Path to the Human Economy**

Looking at this complex web of conflicts and repercussions, it should become clear that the problem of the digital revolution is not the machines. The real issue is the distribution of ownership, wealth, income, opportunities, and control. To shape the digital transformation, it is once again necessary to tame capitalism.
Digital automation presents a political window of opportunity to do so. Not in the sense of some arcane structural driver, but as an opening to form new alliances and change the status quo. This opportunity is the aggravating demand crisis of capitalism. To paraphrase Henry Ford, smartphones don’t buy smartphones. With automation eating into labour income, those at the commanding heights seem to wake up to the danger of collapsing consumption demand. The bizarre alliance around basic income schemes indicates that a new political formation is emerging. Digital capitalism is reshuffling political fortunes, and progressives should go out of their way to build coalitions around the need to boost demand. After half a century of supply-side economics and cost-cutting politics, putting incomes back into the centre of economic thinking is an opportunity progressives must not miss.

Amidst the conflicts over sovereignty, identity, and distribution transformation, we need to strengthen the foundation of solidarity between all members of the society. This can only be done through a new social contract for the digital society. This social contract needs to be brokered around a compromise between all stakeholders.

The Human Economy offers such an inclusive compromise. In essence, it is the New-New Deal[171] that transcends the conflict between capital and labour by making human capital the engine of the economy. For capital, the Human Economy offers a solution to the existential threat of collapsing consumption demand. For the working population, the risk of mass unemployment is relieved through decent livelihoods. And for political decision makers, the looming danger of social unrest is addressed.

The social democratic path to development, in other words, creates the necessary demand to sustain the digital economy, the social security people need to embrace permanent change, and the political stability required for the implementation of disruptive reforms. The social contract for the digital society, in a nutshell, is to provide full capabilities to everyone willing to contribute to the common good.

The Human Economy offers a New-New Deal that transcends the conflict between capital and labour by making human capital the engine of the economy.

The social contract for the digital society is to provide full capabilities to everyone willing to contribute to the common good.
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